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The notion of a floating city, a luxurious urban escape on the

water, stands as a testament to comfort, innovation, and

modernity. Aisland Floating City embodies the epitome of

comfort and innovation, promising an unmatched experience for

those who crave the extraordinary.

Premium one and two
bedroom apartments

Luxury 3 bedroom
villas

Entertainment; bars,
clubs, restaurants

Enjoy fine dining and
cuisine

Spa to relax and
rejuvenate

Modern gym facilities
and amenities 

FLOATING CITY
Luxury on the water





Enjoy your lifestyle on a marvel of modern engineering, enjoying

as Aisland Floating City’s amenities as it drifts gracefully across

the water's surface.

Bask in the sun at the
port or beach club

Retail front at the
ground level 

Swim and bathe in
your private pool

Observe the ocean from
the observation deck

Come and Go quickly
with air transport

Live in the best of
nature; Earth & Water

LIFESTYLE AT SEA
Amenities

PORT

VILLAS

APARTMENTS





Naturally, corals and marine life flock to the bustling underwater

oasis formed underneath the city’s floating barges to form a hub

of life that follows Aisland Floating City wherever it goes. 

In this haven where earth and water coalesce, one can delve

into this underwater world. Beneath the floating city's colossal

barges, a hidden realm awaits – a life-filled aquatic wonderland

that beckons both novice and seasoned divers or snorkelers

alike. 

IN TOUCH WITH NATURE
Marine Life









In between Aisland Floating City's structures, a flourishing

terrestrial paradise mirrors the bustling underwater haven formed

beneath the city's floating barges. This vibrant hub of life, where

lush greenery thrives, accompanies the city on its journey,

offering a serene escape from the urban surroundings and

water.

 Visitors are invited to explore the gardens found on almost

every barge, whether it be in between apartments or in between

villas. Private gardens can also be found in each villa, providing

a secluded retreat in nature.

IN TOUCH WITH NATURE
Terrestial Life



Regardless of whether you’re in an apartment

or a villa, Aisland Floating City’s luxurious

interiors will be sure to make you feel at

home.

LUXURIOUS INTERIORS
Properties





The Aisland Floating City construction is currently in

progress, and its first barge has already established a

stable community off the UAE coast in international waters.

That being said, the project's ultimate objective is to

establish the Floating City in close proximity to the

Seychelles islands and Madagascar, in the shallow waters

of the Saya de Malha bank

LOCATION

Project estimated 2028 Q4

completion date

SAYA DE MALHA BANK

SEYCHELLES

MADAGASCAR

Floating City











For more information on AISLAND FLOATING CITY, 

email us at floatingcity@aisland.io

Visit our website at floatingcity.aisland.io

CONTACT US

 Estimated Q4 2028 completion date


